CRIMINAL JUSTICE TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

TEXT BOOKS

2012

CCJ-1010…Introduction to Criminology
Criminology Today, 6th Ed, By Schmalleger..............................Pearson, 9780137074853

CCJ-1020…Introduction to Criminal Justice
Criminal Justice, A Brief Introduction, 9th Ed, By Schmalleger….Pearson, 9780137069835

CCJ-1488… Ethics in Criminal Justice
Professional Ethics in Criminal Justice, 3rd Edition, By Albanese...Pearson, 9780131375659

CCJ-2013…Introduction to Victimology
Crime Victims, 8th Ed, By Karmen........................................Cengage, 9781133049722

CCJ-2111....Theories of Criminal Behavior
Criminological Theory: Context and Consequences, 5th Ed,
By Lilly, Cullen, and Ball............................................................Sage, 9781412981453

CCJ-2191….Human Behavior & Criminal Justice
Crisis Intervention Strategies, 6th Ed, By James......................Cengage 9780495100263

CCJ-2600…Criminal Deviant Behavior in Society
Deviant Behavior, 10th Edition, By Thio.................................Pearson, 9780205693238

CCJ-2610…Introduction to Criminal Typologies
Decoding Crime, By Glick......................................................Pearson Custom, 0558438245
HCC Custom Textbook Series
This custom edition is only available from the HCC Bookstore

CCJ-2618…Forensic Psychology
Introduction to Forensic Psychology, 2nd Ed, By Bartol..........Sage, 9781412958301

CCJ-2648…Organized Crime
Organized Crime, 1st Ed, By Roth..........................................Pearson 9780205508273

CCJ-2678…Race, Gender and Ethnicity in Crime
With Justice for all: Minorities and Women in Criminal Justice, 1st Ed,
by Joseph and Taylor.................................................................Pearson, 9780130334633

CCJ-2685…Domestic and Sexual Violence
Heavy Hands, An Introduction to the Crime of Intimate and Family Violence, 4th Ed
by Gosselin.................................................................Prentice Hall, 9780136139034

CCJ-2720.....Introduction to Criminal Justice Research Methods
Research Methods for Criminal Justice and Criminology, 6th Ed,
by Maxfield and Babbie...............................................................Cengage, 9780495811695
CCJ-2910…Directed Research  
No Textbook

CCJ-2934…Contemporary Issues in Criminal Justice  
No Textbook

CCJ-2935…Seminar on Criminal Justice Issues  
No Textbook

CCJ-2940…Criminal Justice Internship  
No Textbook

CCJ-2949…Criminal Justice Field Studies  
No Textbook

CJC-1000…Introduction to Corrections  
Essentials of Corrections, 4th Ed, By Mays………………….Cengage, 9780495504382

CJC-2162…Probation & Parole  
Community Based Corrections, 9th Ed, By Alarid……………….Cengage, 9781133049661

CJE-1000…Introduction to Law Enforcement  
Introduction to Policing, 6th Ed, By Dempsey……………….Cengage, 9781111137724

CJE-1640…Introduction to Criminalistics  
Criminalistics: An Introduction, 10th Ed, By Saferstein……………Pearson, 9780135045206

CJE-1642c..Introduction to Crime Scene Technology  
CJE-1643c..Advanced Crime Scene Technology  
Techniques of Crime Scene Inv., 7th Ed, By Fisher………………CRC Press, 9780849316913

CJE-1653…Introduction to Crime Analysis and Intelligence  
Introductory Crime Analysis, 1st Ed, By Baker………………….Pearson, 9780130996091

CJE-1680…Introduction to Computer Crimes  
Investigating High-Tech Crime, 1st Ed, By Knetzger………………Pearson, 9780131886834

CJE-2004…Careers in Criminal Justice  
Career in Criminal Justice & Related Fields, 6th Ed, By Harr………Cengage, 9780495600329

CJE-2170…Comparative Police and Criminal Justice  
Comparative Crim Justice Systems, 4th Ed, By Dammer…………….Cengage, 9780495809890

CJE-2233…Drug Abuse and Crime  
Drugs Society, and Criminal Justice, 3rd Ed, By Levinthal…………Pearson, 9780135120484

CJE-2300…Police Administration  
Police Administration, 7th Ed, By Swanson…………………………Pearson, 9780131589339

CJE-2400…Community Relations  
Police Community Relations, 8th Ed, By Hunter………………….Pearson, 9780132457781

CJE-2600…Criminal Investigation  
Criminal Investigation, 10th Ed, By Hess……………………….Cengage, 9781133018926
CJE-2603…Investigative Cycle from Crime Scene to Court
Investigative Cycle……………………………..… .……...Pearson Custom, 9780558212131
HCC Custom Textbook Series
This custom edition is only available from the HCC Bookstore

CJE-2614…Serial Killers
Serial Murderers and their Victims, 6th Ed, By Hickey………..Cengage, 9781133049708

CJE-2671c..Latent Fingerprint Development
Fingerprints & Other Ridge Skin Imp, 1st Ed, By Champod….CRC Press, 9780415271752

CJE-2672c..Fingerprint Classification
Fingerprint Science, 2nd Ed, By Collins…………………………Custom, 9780942728187

CJE-2770c..Forensic Photography
Practical Methodology of For Photo, 2nd Ed, By Redsicker……CRC Press, 9780849320040

CJJ-1002…Juvenile Delinquency
Juvenile Delinquency –The Core, 4th Ed, By Siegel…………….Cengage, 9780495809869

CJJ-2004…Juvenile Justice System
Juvenile Justice in America, 6th Ed, By Bartollas & Miller ……Pearson, 9780135050873

CJL-1062…Constitutional Law
Constitutional Law, Ed, By Zalman…………………………Pearson Custom, 0558469744
HCC Custom Textbook Series
This custom edition is only available from the HCC Bookstore

CJL-1070…Rights of Prisoner
Legal Aspects of Corrections, 1st Ed, By Wallace………………Cengage, 9780942728927

CJL-1100…Criminal Law
Criminal Law, 11th Ed, By Gardner…………………………….Cengage, 9780495390893

CJL-1500…Introduction to the Court System
America’s Courts, 10th Ed, By Neubauer……………………Cengage, 9780495809906

CJL-2072…Civil Rights & Liability in C.J.
Civil Liability in Criminal Justice, 5th Ed, By Ross……………..Elsevier, 9781422461396

CJL-2130…Criminal Evidence
Criminal Evidence: Principles, 8th Ed, By Gardner…………….Cengage, 9781111838034

CJL-2202…Legal Research in Criminal Justice
Legal Writing In Plain English, By Garner……………………..UCP, 9780226284187
How to Find & Understand the Law, By Elias……………………Nolo, 9781413310528

CJL-2400…Criminal Court Litigation
No Textbook

CJL-2610…Courtroom Presentation Scientific Evidence
Law for the Expert Witness, 3rd Ed, By Bronstein……………..CRC Press, 9781420046731

DSC-1002…Introduction to Terrorism
Terrorism Today, 4th Ed, By Simonson…………………………Pearson, 9780135006375
DSC-1003…Introduction to Homeland Security
Introduccion to Homeland Security, 3rd Ed, By Bullock…………Elsevier, 9781856175098

DSC-2033…Introduction to Terrorist Tactics and Weapons
Counterterrorism for Emerg Resp, 2nd Ed, By Burke…………CRC Press, 9780849399237

SCC-1000…Introduction to Security
Introduction to Security, 3rd Ed, By Ortmeier……………………Pearson, 9780135129272

SCC-1001…Introduction to Private Investigation
Prac Handbook for Professional Inv, 2nd Ed, By McMahon……CRC Press, 9780849370458